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Spring greetings to all club members. Our beautiful

location on the river is most inviting at this time of year. I
wish to mention just a few aspects of happenings over

recent times, including social events, canoeing activity.

improvements and maintenance to our facilities, and to

invite you to take part in our canoeing events and plans.

During the last few months of winter, there has been a

great deal of activity at the club. Our Reservoir Rotary

Club raffles (and now our our more recent Marathon

committee raffle) were very well supported, and have

raised over 2,000 this year. Paul Moser also sold one of

the prizewinning tickets. Congratulations and thanks to all

those who supported these efforts.

As always we have a range of social opportunities

through the club. Our recent free sausage sizzle was very

well attended, and was another enjoyable social gathering

at FCC. Our regular gatherings from midday on Sundays

are an opportunity for all members to catch up with each

other and to talk to your directors. New members are

invited to meet others at this time, and to see the club in

operation. From time to time members initiate an open

invitation to all other members via the notice board to

share a casual social occasion. We look forward to seeing

you either at one of our Sunday middays, or at our next

barbecue which will be on Sunday l2th October at

midday. We are also planning an annual dinner for

November and will advise members of details later.

Even though we have had some very cold weather this

winter, we have not had much rain, so our Yarra River has

been ideal for consistent flatwater training . The marathon

winter series of races has concluded, with many club

members racing to help Fairfield in the interclub trophy.

Although we had won the trophy for 4 consecutive years.

and despite an excellent result of over 250 points,

Fairfield came second to a determined Ivanhoe-Northcote

canoe club. Our congratulations to them, but we remind

them that there's always next year on which to focus. Our

congratulations also to those members who entered the

Victorian Marathon Championships - and all with

excellent results.

Members are currently preparing for a range of events

before the end of the year. These include the Australian

Masters Championships in Canberrra, the Victorian

Wildwater (downriver) championships on October 12th

on the Yarra from Homestead Road to Wittons Reserve,

the start ofthe sprint season, the JLW challenge and the

Red Cross Murray Marathon and the Red Cross Murray

Relay. Whatever your interest, we're sure you'll find

another Fairfield Club member also interested. Some of
our members are also talking about planning a touring

weekend soon - I'm sure this would appeal to various

members.

Our regular training sessions on Sunday mornings with

Zoli Szigeti have continued right through winter, with

Tony Payne and Kerryn Bonnet assisting where needed,

The sessions are available to all members: numbers

usually build up from now on into summer.

As we have always found, club members have worked

enthusiastically to help us maintain and improve our club

house and grounds. Stephen Beitz and Werner Bolz have

regularly contacted individual members for specific

working bees and maintenance this year. They have had

enthusiastic support from each person they have

contacted.

Inside the club we have installed excellent gas heaters

upstairs (to a careful budget) and replaced shower

curtains. Regular cleaning, especially ofthe shower areas,

emptying of rubbish bins, mopping upstairs, replacement

of free tea and coffee - making facilities and toilet rolls,

and washing of tableclothes have all assisted the smooth

running of the club. On occasions, members contribute

food treats or fruit for other members: these are always

appreciated. The secretary's board is updated with

canoeing information as it comes to hand, while our other

notice boards are also important sources of information

for all club members.

Outside we have cleaned and painted the frames on the

front windows, cut out and disposed of the large pine tree

near the river, and conducted major cleanups and other

maintenance of our site over several working bees. Our

club boats have a great deal of use and therefore are quite

often damaged, or need repairs. These have required

several maintenance and repair sessions over the last few

months: this task is greatly assisted by reporting any

damage or repairs needed to Neil Grierson on 9489 0556,

or to Neil McGilp. Currently, our boat trailor is having an

overhaul and has been painted. Any members wishing to

use the trailor or the K4s need to lodge their request with

the Directors.

continued next page



Glub news and events
Calender of events

October
18 Red Cross Echuca Mini - Barmah

18 Hawksbury Canoe Classic - Windsor
NSW

29 Ted Pace Canoe Marathon -
Footscray

24 - 1 Nov. Australian Masters Games

Canberrra
November
1 Goulbum Classic Day 1 - Yea

2 Goulbum Classic Day 2 - Mclartys
Farm

8 - I Wimmera Games Canoe Marathon

- Dimboola

9 VCA Sprint Race 2 - Auravale Lake

16 Bridge to Bridge - Geelong
22 Barwon Mini Marathon - Geelong

29 - 30 JLW Challenge - Mt Buller/Melb

December
6 Murray 40 miler Marathon Race

- Yarrawonga

7 VCA Sprint Race 3 - Nagambie
14 Murray Marathon Dress Rehearsal

- Footscray
27-31Red Cross Murray Marathon

- Yarrawonga

Club Barbecue

Sunday 12th October at the club

from 12.15 onwards
BYO meats, salads, to share. FCC will

provide bread, sauce, coffee, tea and

seruiettes.

Drinks, sausage and bread for just

$1'oo

Editorial

This edition of the club newletter will be my last. Because

we missed the June edition I've got the sack.

Louise Ray has kindly offered to take over the production

of the FCC flyer. Louise is assis[ant editor of the

Australian Conservation Foundation Habitat magazine and

I'm sure the newsletter will benefit from her expertise.

Thanks to Kerryn, Tony and Julie Perriam (technical

support!) for their help and a special thanks to Hilary

Royson, Elena Cementon (ex members) and Kerryn

Bonnet who started the "new look" newsletter. We still

use Elena's front page.

Thanks to all members who have cgntributed to the club

flyer and keep those articles coming.

Michael Loftus-Hills

Chairman's report cont.

At this time, your club has a record of over 150 members.

Because of this wonderful boost to our club, and because

this is a continuing trend, your directors are looking to

further increase the storage available for members' boats.

We are considering turning the racks north-south instead

of the current east-west configuration. This will require an

amount of work at the club. To ensure that all members

have an opportunity to comment on our plans, we will be

leaving a diagram up on our noticeboards soon for your

ideas and feedback, before we finalise our plans. Please

feel free to comment on this, or other matters to improve

our club, to your directors so we can continue to respond

to the needs and wishes of our members.

As always, thank you for your comments, ideas,

assistance and encouragement in so many ways. We look

forward to seeing you soon at one ofour social gatherings

or working bees, or paddling at the club.

Margaret Buck



Tight tussle at top
by Brian and Christine Troy

After a tight tussle at the top of the table for most of the

year, the VCA Winter Series trophy for 1991 has headed

down river to Ivanhoe/Northcote Canoe Club. After

leading at the halfway mark in the season, Fairfield

surrendered the lead to a determined Ivanhoe in Race 5

and could not recover the deficit over the last 3 races.

Ivanhoe deserved their win for an organised concerted

team effort this year, but Fairfield was not disgraced in

finishing runner-up after winning the trophy for the past 4

years.

Race 1- Warrnambool

The Winter Series kicked off at Warrnambool in April
with Fairfield taking a onepoint lead over Ivanhoe

courtesy of a gutsy TCI paddle from Paul Kearney. In

trying conditions, in a borrowed boat, with a broken

pump and water lapping over the unprotected bow, Paul

courageously paddled the full 24 kilometre course to

finish to a hero's welcome from the rest of the Fairfield

crew.

Brian Troy won Division 6 in a war of attrition, with the

other race leaders deciding they preferred swimming to

paddling. Brian received strong support from Stephen

Beitz, Julie Periam, Julie Slattery, Colin Scott, David

Jerram and Kerryn Bonnet(aka the creature from the

black lagoon). Neil Grierson paddled well to take 6 points

in Division 3, while Margaret Buck was in a class of her

own in winning the WTKI V45.

Race 2 - Essendon

Australian Champions Kerryn Bonnet/Julie Periam were

untroubled in winning the WTK2, with Fairfield double-

dipping for places courtesy of Rose Curtis/Louise Ray

(3rd) and Janice Lane/Carolyn Dunn (5th). Stephen

BeitzlBrian Troy paddled well for valuable points in

TK2V35. The race was testing for the pair as the first
turning buoy was hidden and the race turned out to be

several kilometres longer than the advertised 24

kilometres.

Twenty-one boats entered the Division 4 doubles event, a

race won convincingly last year by Greg Jacobs/David

Bellette. Unfortunately, the pair could not overcome a

lack of match fitness, and narrowly missed repeating their

victory this year. Good to see TC stars Jon Mayne and

Kevin Hannington back together to be first TC crew in

the Division. Colin Scott also paddled the l8 km course.

Division 8 saw the 2nd placed debut of Roger

Tralaggan/Ray Ingwerson. Sources close to the pair say

they underwent a rigorous and extensive preparation for

the race (one paddle, the outcome of which was they

swapped seats for race day). Also in the Division were

Julie Slattery/lVayne Cook (lst Vets) and Clare

McBeath/Meron McDonald (1st Women).

Race 3 - Nagambie

The picturesque Nagambie course was the setting for
some Tysonesque competition in the TC2 class. Jon

Mayne/Kevin Hannington had a minor set-back after

Kevin went swimming (courtesy of a Michael Loftus-

Hill's paddle), but recovered well to take overall 2nd

place. Tony Payne/IVlichael Loftus-Hills finished close

behind in 3rd.

In Division 6, Stephen Beitz /lVayne Cook were lst Vets

and 4th overall to win big points, with Ray

Ingwerson/David Jerram providing support. Margaret

Buck/Brian Troy survived a 2 kilometre sprint to the

finish line to come 2nd in XTK2 V35, while Kerryn

Bonnet/Julie Periam finished 4th in the WK2. Valuable

points added by Louise Ray/Rose Curtis (WK2) and

Janice Lane/Carolyn Dunn (D6) helped stretch our

margin to l0 points.

Race 4 - Yarrawonga

The Yarrawonga race became a circuit racing trial after

lack of water in the mighty Murray River forced the

abandonment of the usual out and back course. The

circuit racing was enjoyable, although most agree that the

"4"km laps were more like "5"km, making it tough for

the full distance competitors.

Julie Periam and Margaret Buck took the quinella in

WTKI V35, while the reliable Mandi Coillet was

untroubled to win the Under 22 TKl. Neil Grierson

paddled to finish in Division l, outlasting less-

experienced competitors. Roger Tralaggan had a good

second placing in Division 8, supported by Kim Vaughan

and Clare McBeath. In the TK1, Brian Troy, Adrian

Rollins, David Jerram and Stephen Beitz helped the club

stay at the top of the poinS table.

Race 5 - Geelong

The Geelong doubles day always loomed as a danger for

Fairfield, and the overall lead was (temporarily)

surrendered despite some courageous paddling from the

depleted team.

Canoeist Nick Richards returned to kayaks to complete

Division I with new member Ross Wheatland, while Neil

Grierson/Brian Troy survived rudder problems to finish

strongly in Division 3. Stephen BeitzlJulie Periam took

3rd place in the Mixed TK2, with Margaret Buck/Ted

Campbell also testing the leaders early in the race. Kerryn

Bonnett/Roger Tralaggan did a great job as our only

entrants in the open TK2.



Race 6 - City

The winter series was evenly poised with 3 races to go,

but the city race saw Ivanhoe consolidate its lead after an

unfortunate mix-up at the entry table left Fairfield without

a full distance Cl paddler. Australian Sprint champion

Nick Richards paddled Cl in the Division 6 non-points

race in error, giving Fairfield no points from one ofour
strongest classes. In Division 7, Roger Tralaggan took his

2nd place behind Warren George. Warren has

been the major thorn in our side all year, Roger was

supported in the race by Kerryn Bonnet, Julie Slattery and

Clare McBeath.

Greg Jacobs was below his best form following a long

lay off, but still managed 8th place for 22 points in

Division 4. Greg's efforts were supported by Tony Payne,

David Jerram and Adrian Rollins. The reliable pair of Neil

Grierson (5th) and Margaret Buck (9th) also boosted the

Club's tally with some handy points in TKIV45.

Race 7 - Shepparton

We went to Shepparton on a cold, windy day hoping to

peg back Ivanhoe's lead, but it was not to be despite some

good efforts. Julie Periam gave her usual strong

performances in winning the WTKI, with Julie Slatery

2nd. Rose Curtis and Caroline Dunn also gave solid

performances to boost club points.

Neil Grierson and Brian Troy, recovering from a gruelling

effort in the Avon Descent the week before, paddled well

but were below their best and were both beaten by

Ivanhoe Northcote paddlers. Brian paddled conservatively

in the first half of the Division 5 race, before coming

home strongly to finish 6th. Neil, who had just driven

home from Perth, also finished 6th in Division 2, but was

the 3rd placed club. Ivanhoe filled the first 3 places in that

race.

In the TKIV35, Club Director Stephen Beitz paddled a

great race in a competitive field to finish 4th, but again

Ivanhoe took line honours in the class.

Race 8 - Footscray

By the last race of the year, thejig was up. Ivanhoe had an

unassailable lead for first, with Fairfield safe in 2nd

position. But while there was life, there was hope and an

enthusiastic team ensured all categories were covered.

Julie Slattery/IVayne Cook paddled gallantly (in a TK2)

the competitive mixed K2 class, while Margaret

Buck/Neil Grierson came 3rd in the V45 mixed TK2.

Roger Tralaggan/Kerryn Bonnet fi nished

Sth in the Division 6 doubles, with support from David

Jerram/Clare Mcbeath, Ray Ingwersen and Joe (who?)

Alia and new members Patrick and Matthew O'Halloran.

Although we did not retain the Winter Series Trophy this

year, Fairfield can be proud of its performance of
finishing 2nd behind a determined Ivanhoe. The points

classes this year did not favour our strengths as in
previous years, but a good team effort ensured we

covered nearly all classes throughout the year to the best

of our ability. Thanks to all those who helped out.

Most consistent starters this year with 6 starts each were

Stephen Beitz, Kerryn Bonnet (7 starts), Margaret Buck,

Neil Grierson, Julie Periam and Brian Troy, with David

Jerram (7 starts) and Roger Tralaggon recording 5 starts

each. Special mentions must go to the Darebin Double

Dippers for providing enthusaistic support all year, and

also great to see Wayne Cook back in competition after a

couple ofyears off.

Next Year

After 2 years as yRace Directors, we've decided that it is
time to hand over the clipboard to sbmeone else. We'd

like to thank everyone fir their support over the Iast 2

years, especially XRDs Tony Payne and Kerryn Bonnet,

and are proud to have been part ofFairfields record

breaking win last year

Good luck for next year!

European
correspodent
by Michael Loftus-Hills

At least 20 members have asked me to report on my

recent 6 weeks in Nth America and Europe. OK the truth

be known - I need to fill up half a page of white between

the RDs' report and Kerryn's Vic Championship article.

We arrived in New York, via one night in Venice Beach

LA, at 2.30 am,jetlagged and ready for a mugging. To

our relief we did not get mugged and in fact found the

locals to be very friendly. We did all the normal tourist

stuff with the highlight being some great bagels and

corrrrffee.

We caught up with friends in Boston and took in the

sights of New England. We stayed with a guy who drove

ducks (DUCWs) around Boston and into the Charles

River. Imagine spruced-up WW2 amphibious vehicles

roaring around Boston with the gullible tourists calling
out "Quack, Quack" on cue to the unsuspecting locals.

We had some great Amtrak trips. The best was an l8 hour

trip (with 6 hours delay) from Toledo to Boston. The

spirited conductor ran quiz sessions in our carriage: "OK,

you guys, name 8 sporting teams that have nick names

that don't end in the letter 's'." Hilary (not Clinton)

quickly called out "Port Power". Total silence in the

carnage.

We stayed on a farm outside of Ann Arbor, Michigan, and

had lots of beers sitting on one of those swinging seats



1 997 Victorian Marathon
Championships
European correspondent cont
you see in the movies set in the south.

Then off to Europe. We had a great time in Barcelona

and tampered with the tapas - the Spanish after-work

early evening snack, consisting of lots of small dishes

of seafood etc.

Off to stay with some friends who manage a vineyard

near B6ziers, in the south of France. We pretended to

know all about wine and showed great promise in

tasting it. Based at the vineyard we had some great

sidetrips. The best adventure was a 17-km canoe trip

down through an amazing gorge. Only grade I and a

bit rapids, but we gave it a rating of9 out of l0 for
scenery.

Finally I get to ride in a ICE (IntercityExpress) train

in Germany. Wow. Fast and modern with little TV
sets on each seat - what abuzz. We had a Cook's tour

of Germany catching up with Hilary's friends

including visits to Graftath near Munich, Berlin and

Plcin near Liibeck in Northern Germany. The

highlight was a stay at a friend's house on the shores

of a lake. Great German food, a sailing boat, a row

boat and on one night we watched shooting stars

whizz overhead.

As a special treat for director Werner Bolz Hilary
reports on the latest in Germany.

Lofty hat mich dazu iiberredet, dass ich hier eine

kleine Nachricht tiber unsere Reise fiir die

Deutschsprechenden schreibe. Grafrath in Bayern

war, wie immer, schon und freundlich. Die
Bayernfreunde werden sich sicher dariiber freuen,

dass wir ein Bierchen bei dem Augustiner in

M[nchen getrunken und Brezen gegessen haben. War

auch gut, die leckere Semmel, Laugenbrritchen und

Vollkornbr<itchen zum Friihstiick wieder zu essen.

In Niederkleevez, eine Ortschaft bei den Fiinf Seen in

der Ndhe von Pl6n, haben wir gerducherte Aale und

Heringe geschmeckt und noch mehr Bier getrunken.

Am Tag sind wir durch die Gegend geradelt, und

dann sind wir gesegelt, gerudert und auch sogar

geschwommen. Das Wetter war iiberall herrlich, wo

wir waren, und es war wirklich ein sch<iner Urlaub.

Lofty ist jetzt auch iiberzeugter Deutschlandfreund!

Michael Loftus Hills and Hilary Royston (bitte alle

Fehler entschuldigen !)

Kerryn Bonnet

A small but very successful group ofpaddlers represented

Fairireld Canoe Club atthe 1997 Victorian Marathon

Championships which were held at Geelong on

September 13th and l4th.

Saturday was a perfect day: warm sunshine and,

incredible for Geelong, no wind. With both the full
distance of 28km and the 3/4 distance of 20km being run

over a three-lap course, there was always plenty of action

for spectators to see with boats going past the start/finish

area all the time. The venue was the Corio Bay Rowing

Club which was well situated on a long straight of the

river and allowed good viewing. The portage area was set

up on the grass area in front of the Club which again

provided good viewing for spectators.

We had 4 members competing in the singles. Julie

Perriam paddling strongly to win the open Women's TKl,
and a close finish in the open Men's TKI saw David

Jerram get third place. Patrick O'Halloran was fourth in

the same class, and Matthew O'Halloran was sixth.

Sunday was grey and drizzly, but with no wind again it
was perfect for paddling. Julie Perriam and Steve Beitz

came second in a combined Mixed K2 class that had

Veteran paddlers competing against Open paddlers, and

Roger Tralaggan and myself won the Mixed TK2 class.

Rose Curtis came to the rescue of a paddler without a

partner and was in a non-competitive boat (due to not

entering before the event) in the Ladies TK2.

Neil Grierson did a great job as stand-in Chairman and

announcer in place of Glen Rose, ensuring that the

Championships ran very smoothly. At the presentation

dinner on the Saturday night the Inter-club trophy was

awarded to Ivanhoe-Northcote Canoe Club, with Fairfield
coming second. Let's hope that next year we will have

lots of members competing in the VCA Winter Series for

Club points, and that we can win the trophy back from

our neighbours.
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Loaded to the gills with duct tape (funny

name), bubble wrap, sunscreen, resin,

thongs and sarongs, Rose, Carolyn and I
landed in Darwin, ready for a week of
curry luksa, G&Ts served in stubbie

holders and floating around in plunge

pools. The Darwin Connection (see flow
chart) had collected the boats and stored

them at the Darwin Canoe Club - Andrew

and Christin's backyard. We took them out

for a bit of exercise on Darwin Harbour, to

get them used to the company of
crocodiles, then they were couriered to

Katherine (see flow chart). Janice flew in
with one day to acclimatise, and off we set

in the Mazda l2l with Carolyn's good

sister Alison - who was primed up to be a

superb support crew - and our packs, esky,

cooking gear, sleeping bags, tents, water,

repair kit ...
At 5.00 the next morning we were rearing

to go (see diagram l). The end of the day

was only 47km away.

The pandanus, paper bark and river red

gums lining the Katherine River cast

stunning reflections in the early, golden

light. It was a perfect setting, complete

with some minor rapids that were exciting

enough to flying through without falling
out. We were still having fun after l5km,

when we reached Galloping Jacks, the site of our first
capsize (see video and detailed photo series courtesy of
supportive onlooker). Alison Support-Crew was just

around the corner so in the time it takes to down a jelly
snake and quartered orange we were dry again. By the

midway point we'd only been doused three times. It was

clear that Carolyn and Janice had also had the pleasure,

as one of their water bottles had beaten them to the

checkpoint.

With only 20km to go, the action started. We found

ourselves in the mangroves, up trees, wrapped around

trees, under trees, in Pandanus Alley. Our otherwise

sluggish opposition would glide past as if they were

paddling a quiet lagoon. 'Are you alright?!' The

crocodile tracks up the sandy river banks were not a

concern at this stage; we were going to perish anyway.

But no, the Dippers carried on to Dogleg and to

Fruitcake with its towering granite boulders and, yes,

another, lumpier series of unimaginably torrential rapids.

We were stuck nose-skyward on a rock in the middle of
one and fell out in innumerable others. Remarkably, the

boat was still intact, but you could not say the same for
us. 'Which way are we going, Louise?' Rose would beg

by Louise Ray

It all began when the Northcote Leader insisted on

publishing a post-Murray Marathon photo of the Double

Dippers in March: we felt compelled to live up to the

expectations created by this blatant self-promotion. The

obvious thing to do was to go paddling in the Northern
Territory. And what do you know, the Katherine Red

Cross organised a race every June.

Carolyn had the contacts with airlines and comfortable

loungeroom floors in Darwin, Rose did the paddler

research and spoke to everyone who has ever done/is ever

likely to do the Katherine Marathon (see flow chart),

Janice found a beautiful boat with black, stressed

paintwork that would scare off the most confident

crocodile, and I looked forward to a holiday up north.

Rose and I seemed likely to swim the marathon for a

while there - surprisingly, no one wanted to sell, lend, or

hire us a TK2 that might end up in pieces at the bottom of
the Katherine River. After talking to Steve Blitz we were

convinced that it would (his did, after all). Then Stuart

Nicholls (see flow chart) came up with a RAAF veteran of
the Katherine, with proud scars from previous years'

escapades.
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from the back. Um... um... urgent decision needed

as we were swept closer to each raging 100-foot

drop. You had to laugh. And just when you

thought your shoulders would seize up and stop

functioning forever, you'd fall out again. The

change in posture while you bounced down the

river was exquisite relief.

We finally made it to the finish line, 6 hours and

45 minutes later. Carolyn and Janice had decided

to snap their rudder cable back at Fruitcake so

they took a bit longer. Bruises ! Had I known the

meaning of the word before that day (see diagram

2)?

Day two, 34km: up at 5.00, oh the road at 6.00, on

the water at 7.00. Down five so easy rapids then

I lkm of slog through shallow, dead water, past

the saltwater-croc cages and sand banks. The last

leg meant turning around and battling the

headwind to irnish back at the start line.

We compared wounds, then headed back to

Katherine for a fantastic presentation night with

the 200-odd participants under the huge trees at

Springvale homestead. The gold was ours, as

women's masters, and a silver to Janice and

Carolyn who battled it out with our rival in the

open section (all the others in the women's TK2

were really disappointed). The marathon is

certainly organised by the Red Cross and not by

paddlers - there are some lessons they could learn

from the Murray mob - but it was a wonderful,

PS. We were told the perfect prelude to doing the

Katherine is doing the Gregory. Anyone

interested in a trip to Mount Isa next May?
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ldeas from Essendon Canoe
Club
by Tony Payne

Recently Michael Loftus-Hills and I were invited to be

guest speakers at the monthly meeting of the Essendon

Canoe Club to describe our past adventures in Alaska.

Unfortunately Lofty was called away at very short notice

to carry the bags for that'once-great-paddler-turned-
jetsetter' Hilary Royston on her overseas junket so I was

left to do the honours at Essendon.

I guess I run the risk ofbeing labeled a stirrer again but I
think Fairfield could learn a lot from Essendon.

For a start Essendon hold a meeting for members every

month, with attendance of 25 not unusual.

At the meetings potential new members are introduced

and eventually voted in by those present. This is an ideal

opportunity to welcome new members and meet them

face to face. It certainly helps the new members to feel

part of the club.

During the meeting verbal reports were given by

delegates to the VCA committees and other members who

had responsibility for particular portfolios. So all those

present received up to date information on VCA sprint,

marathon, touring and polo as well as club news on

finances, race performances, future work and social

activities.

I was particularly impressed by the number of individuals

who gave reports, indicating that many members were

involved in the club organisation and the work was not

left to just a few.

Another impressive aspect was the organisation of the

club boat facilities. AII their club boats and paddles were

clearly marked and in a good state of repair and buoyancy

vests of all sizes were carefully stored on racks. It was

obvious that members took great pride in what the club

had to offer.

Although formal meetings haven't been part of the

Fairfield'culture' I believe we have the ideal opportunity

after Sunday training to hold a formal meeting to pass on

information to members. This might be held monthly or at

some other convenient frequency and I am sure it would

be well supported.

I still believe that Fairfield has the greatest potential of
any local canoe club, a fantastic asset in a wonderful

location, but we can always do better. It was enlightening

to see what Essendon has done with the limited resources

available to them (membership is -$70) and it only

strengthens my resolve to urge all members of Fairfield to

help realise its potential. So all you quiet members out

there, speak up, get those ideas flowing and work out

how you might be able to contribute to Fairfield's future.

FCC is looking for race race directors for the
1998 marathon season. Contact any
committee member if you are intereted in
this position.

Are you a financial member?

Any member still owing fees for 1997-

98 or has keys to collect should
contact Margaret Buck on 94890556,
alternatively see Margaret at the club
barbecue on Oct 12,1997
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by Christine Troy

This is the first of a series on muscles of the

body. This issue we look at the major muscles of
the back.

Many beginners think paddling is done with the

arms, but it is the muscles of the back that

provide much of the power for canoe and kayak

strokes. It is useful to know which muscle is

which, what they do, and how to stretch and

strengthen them.

TRAPEZIUS: a flat triangular muscle that

extends out from the spine at the neck and upper

back and extends out to the shoulder blades. It
gives us the sloping ridge ofthe neck. Trapezius

raises the shoulder girdle, important for the

backlift as the paddle leaves the water and the

arm lifts up before pushing forward.

LATISSIMUS DORSI: a large triangular muscle

that covers most of the back, it extends from

under the shoulders to the top of the hips; with

TERES MAJOR, it forms the muscle at the back

of the armpit. These muscles pull the shoulder

down and backwards. They are responsible for
the power that goes into the downstroke as the

paddle meets the water.

ERECTOR SPINAE: several muscles in the

lower back that run up and down next to the

vertebrae. They protect the nerve channels and

help keep the spine erect. The are most easily

damaged by incorrect lifting especially associated

with turning motions.

RHOMBOIDS: These muscles cross the back at

the level of the bottom of the neck and the first
part of the chest. They join to the scapula

(shoulder blade) and help "fix" it - this helps

increase the strength of opposing muscles so that

the forces go the right way and don't lift the

shoulder or drop the shoulder too much.

HOW TO WORK THE BACK MUSCLES IN
THE GYM:

Good technique is important. The back muscles

pull the shoulder girdle down and back so if you

lurch back during the exercises or use your

shoulders or biceps you never get the full back

workout. The lower back muscles should be like

stabilisers holding the back steady and not

constantly contracting and relaxing. The arms

are like levers between the bar and the back.

THE VARIETY OF EXERCISES AVAILABLE
INCLUDE: (pick the ones that suit you or the

areas that need working).

CHIN UPS: Take hold of the overhead bar (there

is one at the club near the rollerdoor), hang

below the bar then pull yourself up while leaning

your head slightly back so that your chest nearly

touches your hands, lower your body slowly to

stretch the lats.

LAT MACHINE PULLDOWNS: Use a long bar

and grab it in a wide overhand grip. Sit on the

chair and lock your legs. Pull the bar down

smoothly so that it touches the front of your chest

- do not sway back to involve the lower back -

extend the arms and stretch the lats. An
alternative is to pull the bar behind the neck.

ONE ARM DUMBBEiL ROWS: TaKe a

dumbbell in one hand, (the weight is less

important than getting the full range of
movement), bend forward at the waist until the

upper body is nearly parallel to the floor, you can

support the opposite side of the body on a bench.

The free hand and bent knee stabilise the body by

leaning on the bench. Grab the weight so that the

palm faces towards the body then lift it straight

up, bending at the elbow until the weight is near

the chest then lower the weight to the floor.
Repeat for the other side.

SEATED CABLE ROWS: Take hold of the

handles, brace your feet against the crossbars,

knees slightly bent. Extend your arms and bend

forward slightly, getting a lat stretch, the weight

should not touch the stack. Pull the handles back

towards your body and touch them to your

abdomen, the back muscles should be working,

arms fixed (do not fix your arms and throw your

back backwards). Try to touch your shoulder

blades together, stick your chest out, do not sway

the lower back, sit upright. Keep the weights

under control as you release and go forward

again. Good for the rhomboids.

BACK EXTENSION: Position yourself on a

back extension bench. Hook your heels under the

rear supports, clasp your hands across your chest

and bend down as far as possible, come up and

lift your back to parallel, no higher.

DUMBBELL SHRUGS Stand upright with

heavy dumbbells in each hand on either side of
the body. Raise your shoulders as high as you

can, hold at the top and release. Try not [o move

11



Muscles of the back
anything except your shoulders - works the trapezrus.

BACK STRETCHES:

Stretching is very important before (after warm up) and

after exercise - whether in the gym or paddling. Ifyou've
been paddling, you should do a warm-down stretch before

you get too cold or have your shower. Try to try include

the following back stretches.

Standing upright legs together bend to the side sliding your

hand slowly down the side of the left leg then straighten

and repeat for the right.

Hold your hands over your head and lean gently back then

lean forwards towards your toes. Do not bounce, do not

go past the point of pain.

Lying on the ground raise each leg by bending the knee so

that the knee comes to rest above the abdomen, the other

leg straight. Gently push against the raised knee to give

resistance, repeat for the other side.

Lying on the back, raise both knees to rest against the

abdomen and roll to one side until the knees touch the

ground, the upper torso should still be flat on the ground,

repeat on the other side.

Kneel on the ground, sit back on your feet and lower

yourself as if praying to Mecca, keep the arms extended,

if painful, increase the distance between your arms or

don't go so low.

Come up into an all fours position and raise your back

into a cat stretch position.

Finally a general note about exercising. Each muscle has

an antagonistic muscle area that opposes the action and

forces of that muscle. Working the back muscles in
isolation of other muscles is not a good idea. Many back

injuries are caused from insufhcient strength in the

abdominal muscle area but most are caused by incorrect

technique (paddling or lifting).

Blue Rock Classic
Kerryn Bonnet

The Blue Rock Classic is a unique event combining 5

different sports set on and around a picturesque lake near

Traralgon in Gippsland. The day starts with a lOkm

cross-country run, then a 20km road and gravel cycle, a

17km horse ride, a lkm swim in the lake and finally an

8km paddle on the lake (and in the lake for some of us)

Most competitors are in a relay team with each person

doing one leg, although a few do the Ironman and

Ironwomen event which is all five legs.

My team was appropriately named 'Last Minute' as it was

only finalised on the morning of the event with a

emergency horse rider taking the place ofthe original one

whose horse had been injured two days before. I was

surprised however that several other teams were also

searching for members and all day there were desperate

annoucements being made for fill-in runners, cyclists,

swimmers, etc. With 109 teams of 5 people it was a pretty

busy area, and trying to find my team mates - none of
whom I had ever met before - was pretty interesting.

The whole day is fun and the paddle leg is great - I'd
recommend to all club members to try to get in a team for

next year. This year we had several members there, and

some were in very successful teams -

Neil Grierson, lst in mixed open team (although

later disqualified on a technicality)

Julie Perriam, lst in womens open team

Joe Alia
Brian Troy

Stephen Beitz

Greg Jacobs, 3rd in mens open team

Andre Kowalski

Wayne Cook

Kerryn Bonnet, 3rd in womens open team

Margaret Buck, Kim Vaughan and Christine Troy were

also there cheering our club members on.

Are you a financial member?
Any member still owing fees for 1997-

98 or has keys to collect should

contact Margaret Buck on 94890556,

alternatively see Margaret at the club

Neil Grierson and Brian Troy during the Avon descent
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The Avon Descent

"After elay one of 56 gruelling

kilometn"es tlvei weal'y paddlers

erarea"ged f'rq)ffi €lre rryater, b*ttered
amcl 3:ruisecfl with F{eil describing it
as ttne stupidest race he lrad ever

corupeted im"

by David Jerram

The mist lay low, the chilling temperature was customary

with early morning training sessions but the adrenaline

reminded us that we were at the start of one of Australia's

toughest white water races; the 25thYear of the Avon

Descent.

Northam, a small WA country town on the edge of the

sheep, wheat belt and renowned for its past history of
goald mining was once again the site for the start of the

great race. But this year was different, the river was not its

normal roar of rage, but a slow meandering river with

many exposed obstacles.

After a delay of an hour, Neil Grierson and Brian Troy

paddled off into the pea soap, in readiness for the start.

The start resembled a drag race. Starting numbers were

announced, the starting lights went from red to green.

Thirty seconds later the next class was off until all 42O

craft and 633 competitors were in motion towards the

Northam Weir. Neil and Brian were positioned in the

middle of Ramon Anderson and Keron Hepworth,

previous winners and Australian Champions, and Long

and Alderson, the Sth African Champions. By the weir,

team 614 (Neil and Brian) had cut the Sth Africans off and

were positioned fourth before making a portage around the

exposed rocks of the Northam Weir, a routine that would

be repeated many times over the next two gruelling days.

Day one introduced Neil and Brian to many obstacles.

Each rapid presented itself with differing dilemmas, -

Should we go right or left of this rock, too late we've hit it!

Should we portage or risk the boat with another battering

of rocks? The water level of the river was the third lowest

in the history ofthe race, conditions that no person could

have trained for. The first check point was at Extracts

Weir, once again a portage was required. Water bags were

swapped and bananas ingested, with precise timing the

paddlers were soon back in the water headed for the

infamous tea tree. Brian had done it tough for the first

couple of hours as his water bag had sprung a leak 20

minutes into the race. As ground crew we had plenty of
time to enjoy the sights of the Avon River. A river of
picturesque gum trees surrounded by rolling green hills of
grazing country. The power boats were a sight to see, 8 or

l0 horse power motoring over rocks, outboards flying into

mid air and exhausted competitors trying to lift these

monstrosities over weirs and through rapids.

The tea tree section of the race can be simply described as

bush bashing on water. No obvious path confronts the

paddlers. And in many cases competing paddlers pass you

without you even knowing. River experience plays a

major part during this stage of the race and Neil and Brian

relied on shear stamina and a lot of luck.

After day one of 56 gruelling kilometres two weary

paddlers emerged from the water, battered and bruised

with Neil describing it as the stupidest race he had ever

competed in. "If I have to jumpbut of this boat one more

time, I've got bruises on bruises, it has to be more stupid

than the Murray." The boys finished day one in l4th place.

Their friendship had grown stronger as team work and

mental understanding was crucial to them finishing. Out of
the 420 boats, 60 had already pulled out, and there was

still another day to come.

Next day when arriving at the starting line we could

understand why we stayed away from the camp site.

Bodies and beer cans were scattered over the camp site -

the power boat competitors were a breed of their own.

Most ground crews have to worry about the competitors

but in the case of the power boats its the competitors that

worry about the ground crew.

Another early start saw us wake up the sun and disturb the

roosters but with the hospitality of our hosts and another

feast for breakfast we were fired up to successfully tame

the Avon.

The start was similar to the first day, every 30 seconds 4

boats lined up and were on their way. There were no

excuses nor sympathy for missing your start. We were

now down to the business end ofthe race. The tea tree

continued to be an obstacle for the first few kilometres

before being confronted with some of the toughest rapids

on the river. Super shoot was one rapid of major concern

but with some helpful advice from Keron Hepworth, Neil

and Brian successfully steered their way down it with no

major incidents. The rapids of concern were generally

overcome by a portage but at Championship rapid another

story had to be told. At the mouth of the rapid the boys hit
yet another rock and become stuck. Neil once again tried

to dislodge the front of the boat by removing himself from

the seat and entering the water. This time he lost his

footing and continued down the river on his back, then his

front and then the groin. His paddle went missing but was
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The Avon Descent cont

retrieved by an innocent onlooker. All this happened with

Brian stranded in the back of the K2 lodged in rocks. A
sight that had to be seen which had many paddlers and

onlookers talking for hours.

Syds falls was generally bypassed with a portage but the

crew of614 were now pro's at rapids and paddled it. It
was about a 20 metre drop over a hundred metres and

even though the water was low quite a bit of speed was

gathered before making a sharp left turn - where our crew

once again found themselves marooned on a rock.

Unlike day one, the water stop for day two did not have

the same sense of urgency and speed as some paddlers

stopped for morning tea, a rest and even a walk. When

Neil and Brian eventually arrived at the drink stop, now

in 16th position in their class, they demanded to be let

rest and regain their composure. The K2 had taken a

battering with the nose resembling a half eaten biscuit

and the bottom of the boat looked as if someone had

taken to it with sand paper. Neil explained that no more

rocks were to be hit, as the nose was wearing thin. Brian

questioned whether we needed to fix the rudder which

was bent 90 degrees, a great morning had been endured

by all.

The ground crew watered the troops and waved farewell

hoping for a successful finish, the aim now wasjust to
finish. We made our way to the finish where we

continually checked the leaders board to reassure

ourselves that team 614 was making progress and had not

withdrawn. We waited with anticipation. And continued

to wait. The first power boat had finished and the first K2
had also successfully completed the coarse in a time of
lOhrs, 36min. The last 30kms was flat water and we knew

that if Brian and Neil could reach that in one piece then

they would finish. We continued to wait. Like cats on hot

tin roofs we paced up and down the banks waiting. With
binoculars we spotted them. Paddling in time, plenty of
body twist and pulling deep powerful strokes. These guys

were in their own back yard - flat water marathon

paddling. Passing boats as if they were standing still, the

K2 was a class above the rest when it came to flat water.

On finishing the ground crew were more excited than the

competitors, you would have thought we had paddled the

race. The boys tired but relieved that it was over, finished

l4th in their class injust over l3hr's. A great effort to
accomplish the l33km of the toughest white water race in

Australia. Once food and fluid had been replenished,

smiles began to emerge on the faces of both Neil and

Brian. Stories of their adventure began to flow and ideas

about next years attempt were being pondered.

The adrenaline rush from the rapids and the sense of
achievement had made their efforts all worth while.

determination and spirit was fantastic - we loved the

slngsongs.

The were quite a few teams from FCC and we got a club
photo at the award presentation. Next year we should try a
more coordinated approach with fund raising and bid for
Number I under the name of FCC. We will talk more

about this towards the middle of the year, and we are

interested in any other ideas.

Since there were only 3 kayaks in our class we just

happened to finish 3rd and get awarded a bronze medal,

so we figure that we are the 3rd best K4 Murray Marathon

team in the World. Something that Fairheld should be

veryproud of.

yours faithfully

Shawn, Chris, Glen, Andrew

The Drowning Not Waving - K4 Team

PS - We would like to personally thank Joe Alia for all the

skills that we learnt through his coaching and personal

advice.We want the whole World to know that Joe taught

as everything we know about paddling and that

we based our stoke technique directly on Joes. Thanks .,0
Joe. We couln't have done it without you!

RE Murray Marathon
Dear FCC,

Re Murray Marathon

Shawn Ramraj, Chris Hely, Glenn Anderson and

Andrew Hely - the Drowning Not Waving K4 team

would sincerely like to thank the committee and

members of the Club for the use of the club K4 for the

Murray Marathon. In particular we must thank those that

helped us prepare the Kayak and trailer. Joe and Steve

for replacing the towing hitch, Steve for wiring the

trailer lights, Neil for helping with the rudder sysrem

and general kayak advice, Marg for heaps of
encouragement, especially when we most doubted

ourselves and ofcourse Tnlifor all the coaching and

Sunday-moming sessions that we attempted to make.

It was the experience of a lifetime. We all had a great

time. Although we weren't all that competitive, our aim

was to finish and have a laugh or two along the way, and

that we did. We counted up that we only had 8 training

sessions together in the K4 and some of those we spent

more time in the water than on it.

It was great to see all the other club members up there

and in particular Jody was a real inspiration for us. We

caught up to her towards the end of -most days, and her



Famous last words or "Hi, it's Michael
Loftus-Hills here"

by Alex James

'Hi, is that you Alex?'

'Yes.'

'Its Michael Loftus-Hills here.'

'Are you paddling Dragon boats this year?'

'No, I'm not paddling this year.'

'Do you want to do any coaching instead?'

'No, not really.'

'Look Alex, I'm really desperate.'

'Well, thanks for the vote of confidence, Michael.'

'Seriously, I need someone to coach a beginners team just

for one night.'

'Where will they be?'

'In town at the boatsheds.'

'Well if you cant get anyone else & you absolutely need

someone, I can help you out.'

'Thanks Alex, I promise it's only for one night, thanks.'

One week later

'Hi is that you Alex?'

'Yes.'

'Ifs Michael Loftus-Hills here. How did your Dragon

boat coaching session go last week?'

'Well, actually we capsized and had to swim to the bank.'

'Do you want to do any more coaching?'

'No, not really.'
'Look, Alex I'm really desperate.'

'Well, thanks for the vote of confidence Michael.'

'Seriously, I need someone to coach a beginner's team just

for one night.'

'Where will they be? In town at the boatsheds?'

'Well, actually.... no.'

'Well where then?'

'Actually, Patterson Lakes at the boat ramp.'

'Patterson Lakes! That's miles away!'
'It's not that far really.'

'Well, if you cant get anyone else & you absolutely need

someone, I can help you out.'

'Thanks Alex, I promise it's only for one night, thanks.'

Famous last words.

Even after three to four training sessions a week at

Patterson Lakes and in Town, I can honestly say that I've

had a ball.

Both the AON team and the Mackie team made it to their

respective finals and performed well above expected

outcomes, particularly since no one in either crew had

paddled before. As a result of becoming totally engrossed

in this coaching business I offered to take the Mackie

team to Sydney [o race. The Mackie team, with some

AON paddlers and two from Footscray left for Sydney

and the unknown (racing Dragon Boats in Sydney is like

thaO.

Two months later

'Hi is that you Alex?'

'Yes.'

'It's Michael Loftus-Hills here. How did your Dragon

Boat racing in Sydney go ?'

'We didn't capsize in the harbour and did very well,

making it to the mixed open final, and winning the

inaugural Victoria Vs New South Wales corporate

challenge trophy, which was donated by the Mackie team

sponsor . The Heatherbrae/Arab Bank team loaned us a

reserve paddler to bring us up to the required 20 paddlers

for the races. Heatherbrae/Arab Bank finished third in a

controversial men's open final arid then combined with

the Vic Navy for the men's veterans 35 final, which they

won.'
'That would make a really good story for the newsletter,

Alex. Why don't you write it up as there is still room.'

'Not unless I have to.'

'Look, Alex I'm really desperate.'

'Well thanks for the vote of confidence, Michael.'

'Seriously, I need some stories to fill the magazine, just

this one time.'

'When do you need it?'

'How about after the next marathon race results and see if
you can include any pictures.'

'Well if you can't get anyone else & you absolutely need

someone, I can help you out.'

'Thanks Alex, I promise it's only just for this one time,

thanks.'

As you may have gathered MLH helped organise the

safety, coaching and other parts of the Moomba dragon

boat Festival. It was a gteat season , thanks for the

opportunity to coach Michael.

Fairfield Canoe CIub members coached or paddled in the

AON, Crown, DNRE, Heatherbrae, Mackie, Navy Men,

Navy Mixed, Parks Vic., Reed Education crews and

others. Join in next year ifyou want to experience any

part of the above.

Interested in Dragon boat

paddling this year?

Contact the festival coordinator. Annie Watson

phone: 9690 484 or see Michael Loftus-Hills at the

club.
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'Under the Yarra

Safety ofhcer Payne has recently been

paddling with a octupus strap around

his Kl. We hope Tony will use eye

protectors on his next paddle!

Recently Michael Loftus-Hills asked Zoli if
he had any articles for the next newsletter.

His response went something like this.

"Yes I have a article on my trip to Alice
Springs, but there is one problem" 6'Oh

whats that" asked Michael. "Well" Zoli
replied "the article is in Hungarian"

l.Star gazing or seeing stars

On a recent early morning paddle Greg Jacob was

reported to be lying on the back of his Kl deck staring

skywards.

He reckons he was navigating using the stars but the

fact that the boat was wedged under a tree and a deep

gash appeared on Greg's chin soon after suggests

otherwise.

2. Training Food?

A new roster is being organised for the provision of
"after training" food. So far Tim Tams and Boston

Buns have proved the most popular.

3. New Club Rules

"Owners Right Rule" Any person who borrows

another club member's boat is not permitted to beat

that person in a race.

"Respect for ones elders rule" There will be absolutely

no running past older club members during portages in
VCA races.

No person paddling a TKI shall pass another club

member paddling a Kl at Zoli's sessions, no matter

how slow that Kl is!

To: lofty @ netspace.net.au

Date: Tue, 30 Sep 1997 03:37:24 -01ff)
From: "Nick Richards" <nick_richards@mailcity.com>

Mime-Version: 1.0

X-Sent-Mail: on

Subject: Small world!
X-Sender-Ip: I 49.228. 132.22

Organization: MailCity (http://www.mailcity.com)

Lofty and team,

how's the season panning out? I guess there must be a result by now?

I left Melbourne on August 10, signed onto Mailcity at Jakarta Post Office, then

spent some time in Denmark and Germany. Today I learnt how to do a search on

the

Internet, and found FCC page and the Murray Marathon page.......great stuff! !!
There's quite a range of subjects to look at, even in little old "canoeing"!

The weather's turning a bit sour over here, which means things are looking up for
you guys.

Look forward to hearing that you received this, and whatever earth-shattering

news

there is......How is Lucy Payne coming along? Say hello to the Sunday crew from
me.

See you soon,

Nick.

River policeman
(alias Tony Payne)

threatens to dock
(for want of a better

word) members 50

cents every time
they face their boats

downstream at the

landing.

Another rumour has it
that Greg Jacobs has

moved into the furniture

restoration profession -
recently spotted

dragging a l0 seat

bench,/table from the

Yarra and

reconstructing it in his

backyared


